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Abstract. With the rapid growth of economy in coastal megacities, the construction of supertall buildings with

deep pile foundations adjacent to tunnels in soft soil is inevitable. The additional subsidence of tunnel and
long-term subsidence of soft soil was appeared caused by the supertall building load transferred through pile
foundation. In this paper, a typical case in Shanghai where deep piles of supertall building group adjacent to a
metro tunnel was selected, and the long-term monitoring data of tunnel deformation was collected and analysed.
The layered subsidence of surrounding soft soil was analysed by using the monitoring data of extensometers in a
land subsidence monitoring station near the study area. The results of data analysis showed that the construction
of supertall building had a significant impact on the adjacent tunnel subsidence. Moreover, with the increase of
the load transferred from building structure to pile foundation, the adjacent tunnel appeared sustained uneven
subsidence. And the subsidence of tunnel in the study area mainly depended on the deformation of underlying
soil.

1

Introduction

With the rapid growth of economy in coastal megacities
(e.g. Shanghai and Tokyo), the construction of supertall
buildings with deep piles adjacent to metro tunnels in the
soft soil is inevitable. British engineers were aware of the interaction between new pile and an existing tunnel as early
as the 1950s (Measor and New, 1951). Underground subway
operators have developed restrictive guidelines for the construction and loading of piles in the vicinity of tunnels based
on this experience (Schroeder et al., 2004). Mohammad et
al. (2013) presented a neural network combined with a finite element method to analyse the interaction between the
building and adjacent metro tunnel. The friction resistance
generated by supertall building pile will cause the change
of foundation stress field through the stress transfer of soil
mass, thus additional subsidence of these tunnels and longterm subsidence of soft soil will develop as a consequence,
which will impact the tunnel stability and thus the Metro

operation (Weng et al., 2016). The safety of megacities is
threated by all these unpredictable problems.
In this paper, a typical case in Shanghai where deep piles
of supertall building group adjacent to a metro tunnel (see
Fig. 1) and the long-term monitoring data of tunnel deformation is presented. In order to accurately analyse the influence of supertall building loads, three measured data datums
of the tunnel elevation were adopted respectively: the elevation when the subsidence monitoring on metro tunnel began
in 1999, the elevation when the foundation pit base of Building A was completed in 2009, and the elevation at the position near the Park where was away from the building load.
These results provide an example and can be used as a test
case and example for similar engineering problems faced by
other coastal megacities throughout the world.
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Figure 1. Plan view of the case study area.

2

Description of project

The construction of pile foundation for Building A started
in November 2008, and the foundation pit base completed in
March 2010, the main structure completed in August 2013,
and the civil engineering work basically completed by the
end of 2014. Building A started operation in mid-2015.
The soil composition underneath Building A within the
depth of 150 m is mainly composed of saturated clay, silt and
sand. The soil layers and test pile profile are shown in Fig. 2.
The foundation pit of the main building was excavated at a
depth of 31 m. The top of the engineering pile is located in
the sandy and silty soil layer, while the pile end in the silty
sand layer, and the effective pile length was all located in the
sandy soil layer. The water level is generally 1.0–1.7 m below
the ground surface, while 12.3–14.2 m for the water head of
silty confined aquifer.
The study area was selected around the metro tunnels (upline and down-line) adjacent to Buildings A–C (see Fig. 1
for details). The construction of Building C was started in
May 1994 and structure completed in August 1997, while
the construction of Building B began in November 2005
and structure completed in September 2007. The heights of
Building A–C are more than 400 m above the ground surface.
The large-diameter (1000 mm) and ultra-long (88 m) cast-insitu piles were constructed as the foundation of Building A,
which were different from the steel pipe piles used in Building B and C (Jiang and Chao, 2012).
3
3.1

Analysis of tunnel subsidence
Subsidence analysis since 1999

In the study area, the subsidence monitoring on the metro
tunnel began in November 1999, and this levelling results
was used as the baseline for subsequent levelling analysis.
Figure 3 illustrates the adjacent tunnel subsidence during the
construction and operation of Building A.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the up-line tunnel represented a gradual trend of rebound in general, and the deforProc. IAHS, 382, 219–224, 2020

Figure 2. Soil and pile profile at the study site (modified from Wang

et al., 2011).

mation pattern was consistent at different positions. The cumulative subsidence of tunnel is the largest at the position of
Park, and the minimum at the position of Building A, and the
cumulative subsidence is relatively similar at other positions.
On the whole, after the completion of civil engineering work
of Building A, the overall rebound rate of the tunnel tended
to decrease.
In order to clearly illustrate the differential subsidence of
the station-to-station tunnel, the cumulative subsidence of the
interval section was drawn with the starting point of Station 1
and the end point of Station 2 (Fig. 4). It can be seen from
Fig. 4a, the levelling data of up-line tunnel, that the cumulated subsidence near Station 1 is relatively large, and there
was a subsidence peak between Building B and C, indicating
that pile foundation group of supertall buildings had some
influence on the subsidence of adjacent tunnel. Figure 4b
shows that the location of subsidence peak of the down-line
proc-iahs.net/382/219/2020/
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Figure 3. Tunnel subsidence at different position since 1999 during

the construction and operation of Building A.

tunnel, which is relatively away from Building A, shifted
eastward, and it might be related to the stress redistribution
of the tunnel structure caused by the transfer of additional
stress from the load of this supertall building.
3.2

Subsidence analysis since 2009

The structures of Building B and C were completed in August 1997 and September 2007 respectively. The influence of
their construction and operation on adjacent tunnel cannot be
ignored. In order to eliminate as far as possible, the influence
of engineering activities in the study area before the load of
Building A, the levelling data in November 2009, when the
foundation pit base of Building A was completed, is considered as the baseline in the following analysis.
It can be seen from Fig. 5a that the cumulative subsidence
(rebound) of the up-line tunnel was the largest (minimum) at
the position of Building A, while the cumulative subsidence
(rebound) was the minimum (largest) at the position of Park.
Figure 5a shows opposite pattern of that in Fig. 3, which
suggested that the construction of Building A had a significant impact on the deformation of adjacent tunnel. Figure 5b
presents the deformation pattern of the down-line tunnel, and
it was not typical compared with that of the up-line. The
down-line tunnel is on the opposite side away from Building A, and the load of pile foundation may have been attenuated in the stress transfer process, which to some extent was
benefited from the interaction between tunnel structure and
surrounding soil layer.
According to the cumulative subsidence of the station-tostation tunnel in Fig. 6, the subsidence peak near Building A
was obviously appeared, and was closer to Building A than
that in Fig. 4. Figures 5 and 6 also show that tunnels in the
study area were in a constant rebound trend due to the influence of the change of surrounding geological environment.
proc-iahs.net/382/219/2020/

Figure 4. Subsidence of the station-to-station tunnel section

since 1999.

Meanwhile, it can be seen that at the position of Park, the
tunnel appeared peak of rebound.
3.3

Uneven subsidence analysis

The structures in each position of the station-to-station tunnel
are associated with each other, so that the tunnel deformation
at a certain position will cause the follow-up deformation
of surrounding tunnel structures. In order to eliminate the
impact of the overall rebound of the station-to-station tunnel, the point at the position of Park was adopted to be the
reference, where was most significantly affected by the surrounding geological environment because it was relatively
far away from the supertall buildings, to analyse the relative
subsidence of tunnel in study area (Figs. 5 and 6).
Taking the tunnel elevation at the position of Park as the
reference point, the relative deformation at different posiProc. IAHS, 382, 219–224, 2020
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Figure 6. Deformation of the up-line station-to-station tunnel sec-

tion since 2009.

Figure 5. Tunnel deformation at different position since 2009 dur-

ing the construction and operation of Building A.

tions was drawn based on the adopted initial value in November 2009 (Fig. 7). It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the whole
up-line tunnel was basically in a state of relative subsidence,
and the accumulated subsidence was the largest near Building A, the pattern of which was consistent with the analysis
in Sect. 3.2. Figure 7 also shows that during the Building construction period from May 2012 to March 2014, with the increase of load transferred from the structure to the pile foundation, the tunnel structure adjacent to Building A appeared
continuous relative subsidence.
The uneven subsidence peak of the tunnel at the position
of Building A was showed more clearly in Fig. 8a, and the
relative subsidence rate tended to decrease. The down-line
subsidence curve in Fig. 8b illustrates that the tunnel on the
side away from the supertall buildings would also be affected
Proc. IAHS, 382, 219–224, 2020

Figure 7. Relative up-line tunnel deformation at different position

since 2009.

by the load transfer of pile foundation, but the effect was
obviously weakened, which demands for further research.
4

Analysis of soil layer deformation

A land subsidence monitoring station (LSMS) is located
within 300 m from Building A and the tunnels (see Fig. 1),
in which a group of extensometers were installed. The extensometers were often used to monitor soil deformation (Yang
et al., 2015). According to the monitoring data, the layered
deformation of soil in this area after November 2009 is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Figure 9 shows that the main deformation of the soil in
this region occurred in the shallow layer (1.2–15.5 m), where
the tunnels in the study area were located. Figure 9 also ilproc-iahs.net/382/219/2020/
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Figure 9. Layered deformation of soil in study area since 2009.

5

Conclusions

In this study, the field monitoring data analyses were performed to evaluate the influence of supertall building load on
adjacent tunnel subsidence. Based on the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. the construction of Building A had a significant impact
on the adjacent tunnel subsidence;
2. with the increase of the load transferred from building structure to pile foundation, the tunnel adjacent to
Building A appeared sustained uneven subsidence;
3. the subsidence of tunnel in the study area mainly depended on the deformation of underlying soil, and the
stress transfer pattern was the key to evaluate the influence of high-rise building load on adjacent tunnel.
Figure 8. Relative deformation of the station-to-station tunnel sec-

tion since 2009.
Data availability. All data generated or used during the study ap-

pear in the submitted article.

lustrates that, before the structure completion of Building A,
the land subsidence rate was basically lower than the deformation rate of shallow soil layer. After the structure completion of Building A, the land subsidence rate gradually exceeded the deformation rate of shallow soil layer, which indicated that the load of the supertall building was gradually
transferred to the deeper soil layer through pile foundation,
resulting in the compression of the deeper soil layers. Comparing with Fig. 6, it can be seen that the subsidence of metro
tunnel mainly depended on the deformation of soil layer beneath the tunnel structure. Therefore, to study on the impact
of pile foundation load on adjacent tunnels, the stress transfer
pattern and deformation of deep soil layers under supertall
building load should be focused on.
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